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Applications

Sensitive surfaces (TFT monitors, etc.) 

Mobiles, Navigation 

Screens and displays

Plastic and metal surfaces (PCs, keyboards, printers, etc.)

Universal applications

Complete hardware cleaning 

Technical applications
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ATMs and equipment for cashless payment transactions: 
- General information about DiSko cleaning cards
- Cleaning cards for magnetic heads in ATMs (cash dispensers)
- Cleaning cards for cleaning chip contacts in ATMs 
- Service cards for cleaning sensors
-  Cleaning cards for cleaning chip contacts in PoS terminals and other equipment
- Cleaning cards for magnetic heads and fixed chip reading contacts 
- Cleaning cards for bundle note acceptors, recyclers and banknote acceptors  

Cleaning cards for digital tachographs

Cleaning
Systems
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Cleaning
Sensitive Surfaces

Multi-functional cleaning cloths
(microfibre cloths)

Suitable for cleaning of various surfaces, especially TFT-monitors, notebooks, 
plasma screens, touch screens and displays due to their soft structure.

DISKO microfibre cleaning cloths have very high dirt absorbency. Each single 
fibre is cut lengthwise up to 16 times giving excellent cleaning results even when 
being used dry. Used in combination with the DiSko Universal Cleaner – without 
chemical solvents – the cloths can easily remove skin grease/oils and any other 
coarser dirt. The cloths are available as moist sachets in a packet or as dry cloths 
which have to be sprayed directly before use. in both cases the cleaning results 
are excellent, the surfaces are treated carefully and the environment is not 
being polluted.

DISKO microfibre cleaning cloths remove dust, dirt, grease, nicotine etc. easy, 
quick and streak-free. They are ideal for the office as well as for the house. They 
are highly-absorbent, long lasting and washable up to 95° C. Their cleaning 
power remains even after several washing procedures. Lint-free, environmen-
tally friendly and gentle to the skin. Suitable for allergic people too.

Microfibre cleaning cloth 15 x 15 cm article nr. 158020
4 separate packages with 5 cleaning cloths each

 Cleaning set for LCD, TFT and plasma screens
Content:
10 microfibre cleaning cloth 15 x 15 cm
1  bottle of  Universal Cleaner 100ml 

(to use in combination with microfibre cloth)
 article nr. 1590

DISKO Universal Cleaner
for microfibre cleaning cloths
100 ml bottle with spray pump  
(no added chemicals)
 article nr. 1623
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Cleaning
Screens

Moistened microfibre cleaning cloths
For the cleaning of the high value flat screens, touch screens and notebooks, manufac-
turers recommend to use specialized cleaning products.

Especially notebooks have to withstand very high demands and they get dirty much 
faster than desktop computers. The electronic components, which are directly situated 
under the keys must not be exposed to any moisture. The surface of flat screens and 
also touch screens is very sensitive and it can be easily scratched by dust particles. 
Antistatic treatment is not necessary because such screens and notebooks do not build 
up any static magnetic field.
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Notebook cleaning cloths
Box with 10 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets, 18 x 13 cm
article nr. 1595

DISKO IT – and notebook cleaning cloths have been developed for the cleaning of very 
sensitive equipment. The high value, high absorbency microfibre cloths protect from 
dripping of cleaning fluid and give highest dirt absorbing properties. The moistening with 
2 ml cleaning fluid – without chemical additives – is sufficient to dissolve even coarse dirt 
deposits. ingress of moisture into the equipment is almost impossible. Even after multiple 
cleaning the brilliancy of colour reproduction of the screens will remain. As dry cloth the 
proved lint-free Sontara fleece cloth is used. It is capable to absorb liquid up to six times of 
its own weight.

IT cleaning cloths for all office equipment
Box with 15 x 10 moistened
cleaning cloths, 18 x 13 cm (150 cloths)
(10 cloths each shrink-foil packed)
article nr. 1594

Cleaning cloths for flat screens
Box with 20 x 10 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets, 13 x 9 cm (200 sets)
(10 double-cloths each shrink-film packed)
article nr. 1505

Cleaning cloths for flat screens
Box with 40 x 10 moistened
cleaning cloths, 13 x 9 cm (400 cloths)
(10 cloths each shrink-film packed)
article nr. 1504



Cleaning
Mobiles and Navigation
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Cleaning cloths for mobile phones 
Mobile phones are turning more and more into multimedia instruments. Always 
within reach and operational: meanwhile the so called „Smartphones“ are not only 
used as a phone anymore – they also are used as net-access, organizer, camera, 
navigation system and media-player all in one. The display is no longer working only 
as a screen but also as a keyboard and a touchpad. Besides the fact that skin fat, 
make-up and dirt makes it look very disgusting; they also cause a reduction of the 
sensitivity of the surface, which leads to drastic functional limitations.

DISKO moistened cleaning cloths for mobile phones put things right. Slightly 
moistened microfiber cleaning cloths ensure a gentle and a safe cleaning. Finger-
prints, make-up and other pollution vanish as if it were magic and get  
absorbed within the fiber material of the cloth. As a result the full  
functional efficiency is restored and the device gets a shiny new 
appearance.

DISKO moistened cleaning cloths  
for mobile phones
Box with 5 pre-moistened cloths, 13 x 9 cm 
article nr. 1407

Cleaning Cloths for navigation devices 
Most of the common navigation systems are equipped with touch-sensitive displays 
by means of which the devices are controlled. The heating-, air conditioning- and 
ventilation systems inside the vehicles are constantly causing lightly air-streams 
always carrying dust which lays down on the surfaces of the devices especially 
because of the difference in temperature. So called „fingerprints“ affect the picture 
quality as well.

one of the most important facts which was considered during the  
development of the new DISKO cleaning cloths for navigation  
systems was that the cloths are not only able to clean displays  
free of streaks, easy and gentle but also that they can be used  
for cleaning the entire housings and the holders as well.

DISKO moistened cleaning cloths  
for navigation systems
Box with 5 pre-moistened cloths, 13 x 9 cm 
article nr. 1408



Cleaning
Screens

Moistened cleaning cloths
for all types of monitors, filters and mirrors

The moistened cleaning set offers a simple, fast and safe way of cleaning. The
cloths are environmentally friendly and gentle on the skin. The orange peel oil
extracts ensure the surface is cleaned well and streak-free. Microscopic antistatic
film is applied during cleaning, protecting the cleaned surface from dirt for 6 to 8
weeks. Safety data sheets are available.

Moistened cloths: are durable, lint-free, pick up 
dirt easily and ensure that the surface is clean 
and streak-free.

Dry cloths: are lint-free and have a high absor-
bency for drying cleaned surfaces.

Box with 80 cleaning cloths
moistened with cleaning fluid,
article nr. 1308 1 box

Box with 10 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets including 3 cleaning
swabs, each with 2 flexible foam tips,
article nr. 1609 1 box

Box of 40 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets,
article nr. 1305 1 box

Box of 10 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets,
article nr. 1605 1 box

Accessory:

Pack of 75 lint-free cleaning
cloths, 15 x 15 cm
Durable, lint-free and highly
absorbent,
article nr. 1617  1 pack
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Cleaning
Screens

Accessory:
Pack of 75 lint-free cleaning cloths,
15 x 15 cm.
Durable, lint-free and highly absorbent,
article nr. 1617                            1 pack

Cleaning swabs, each with 2 flexible
foam tips,
article nr. 1642            box of 30 swaps
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Screen cleaner
DISKO screen cleaner contains a highly effective antistatic component. As a result, 
the screen can be cleaned and static charges neutralised at the same time. Micro-
scopic film protects the cleaned surface from dirt for 6 to 8 weeks. The surface is 
cleaned thoroughly thanks to the intensive cleaning action of orange peel oil ex-
tracts. When used in combination with lint-free cleaning cloths, (TFT) screens and 
glass plates can be cleaned easily without leaving streaks. Safety data sheets are 
available. 
Bottles made of recyclable PE.

Screen cleaner bottle 100 ml,
refillable with removable spray pump
for economical use,
article nr. 1622                       1 bottle

Complete cleaning kit for screens
Content:
1 bottle of antistatic screen cleaner

25 lint-free cleaning cloths 15 x 15 cm
article nr. 1670                                  1 box

Antistatic screen cleaner
refill bottle 1000 ml,
article nr. 16221       1 bottle



Cleaning
Surfaces

Moistened cleaning cloths for
synthetic and metal surfaces, keyboards and cables

Synthetic surfaces can be cleaned with Disko synthetic surface cleaner quickly, effec-
tively and safely. The intensive cleaning action of orange peel oil extracts ensures that 
the surface is cleaned thoroughly. The synthetic cleaner removes stubborn dirt deposits, 
such as skin oils, nicotine, ink from pens and stamp pads, etc.

For best results moisten the surface, wait 10 seconds and wipe dry. Microscopic an-
tistatic film protects the cleaned surface from dirt for 6 to 8 weeks. Environmentally 
friendly, gentle to the skin, antiseptic and antibacterial. Safety data sheets are available.

Moistened cloths: are durable, lint-free, pick up dirt easily and ensure that the 
surface is clean and streak-free.

Dry cloths: are lint-free and have a high absorbency for drying cleaned surfaces.

Box of 10 complete 
wet/dry cleaning sets, 
article nr. 1603 1 box

Box of 40 complete wet/dry
cleaning sets,
article nr. 1303 1 box

Box of 80 cleaning cloths
moistened with cleaning fluid,
article nr. 1304 

Accessory:

Pack of 75 lint-free cleaning 
cloths, 15 x 15 cm.
Durable, lint-free and highly 
absorbent, 
article nr. 1617             1 pack
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Cleaning
Surfaces

Synthetic cleaner
for all synthetic and metal surfaces, keyboards

and cables

DiSko synthetic cleaner is distinguished for its excellent cleaning properties. Due to  
its very effective antistatic component, synthetic or metal surfaces can be cleaned and  
coated with antistatic film simultaneously. The cleaned surface is protected from dirt for  
6 to 8 weeks. The intensive cleaning action of orange peel oil extracts ensures that the 
surface is cleaned thoroughly. Dust, dirt, skin oils and pen ink are easily removed. When 
used in combination with DiSko lint-free cleaning cloths, synthetic and metal surfaces 
can be cleaned easily, quickly and safely. Clean hardware contributes to a hygienic and 
attractive working environment. Technical product information available. Bottles are made 
of recyclable PE.

Antistatic synthetic cleaner 
refill bottle 1000 ml,
article nr. 16601       1 bottle

Synthetic cleaner bottle 100 ml, 
refillable with removable spray pump 
for economical use,
article nr. 1660                       1 bottle

Complete cleaning kit 
for synthetic surfaces
Contents:
1  bottle of antistatic synthetic cleaner 100ml

25 lint-free cleaning cloths 15 x 15 cm
6  cleaning swabs each  

with 2 flexible foam tips
article nr. 1671

Accessory:

Pack of 75 lint-free  
cleaning cloths,
15 x 15 cm.
Durable, lint-free and  
highly absorbent,
article nr. 1617 1 package

Cleaning swabs, each  
with 2 flexible foam tips,
box of 30 swabs,
article nr. 1642 1 box
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Cleaning
Supplies

Dust remover
Using DISKO compressed cleaning gas, dust and pieces of paper can be removed  
quickly and effectively from hardware components that are difficult to access (keyboards, 
printers and CPUs). DISKO cleaning gas contains high-quality Tetrafluoroethane – entirely 
environmentally friendly, CCF-free, non-inflammable and completely safe. The composition 
of the compressed cleaning gas ensures that the compressed gas emerges from the bottle 
under constant high pressure. DISKO compressed cleaning gas is very economical (up to 
3 times more economical than competitive offerings) and, as a result, provides an excellent 
price-to-quality ratio. Each bottle is fitted with a flexible directional nozzle, making it possi-
ble to aim the gas with precision.

Bottle E3 520 content 430 grams article nr. 1224

Flexible extension tube for DiSko Dust remover

To protect the hardware from damage through cold shock this extension 
tube can be attached easily on the directional nozzle. The high flexibility of 
the material and a lengh of 50 cm makes it possible to take accurate aim 
without the need of turning around or bending the bottle. No cold liquid gas can escape. 

Extension tube, 50 cm incl. adapter  article nr. 1225

Lint-free fleece cleaning cloths
DiSko lint-free cleaning cloths, in combination with DISKO cleaning products, are ideal 
for cleaning plastic, metal and glass surfaces quickly and thoroughly.
The lint-free cleaning cloths are made based on patented nonwoven technology, whereby 
jets of water add the desired tensile strength and absorbency to cleaning cloths without the 
use of binding agents or adhesives. The water jets cause the cellulose and cellulose fibres 
to form a solid cloth structure, resulting in a cleaning cloth that is capable of absorbing 
liquid four to six time of its own weight. The surface structure of the cloth is such that a 
very low separation of fibres (lint formation) occurs. 

DiSko lint-free cloths 15 x 15 cm 
Durable, lint-free and highly absorbent
article nr. 1617  1 pack of 75 cloths
article nr. 1616  1 pack of 600 cloths

DiSko lint-free cloths 23 x 23 cm
Durable, lint-free and highly absorbent
article nr. 1619  1 pack of 300 cloths

DiSko cleaning swabs
Special cleaning swabs, each with 2 flexible cleaning tips, are made from high-quality 
foam. Ideal tool for cleaning edges, ridges and hardware components that are difficult to 
reach. Swabs can easily be moistened with wet cleaning cloths or cleaning fluid. For key-
boards, cover the swabs with the moistened cleaning cloths.

Box of 30 cleaning swaps, each with 2 cleaning tips
article nr. 1642  1 box
Box of 100 cleaning swaps, each with 2 cleaning tips
article nr. 1645  1 box
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Cleaning
Computers

Complete cleaning kits for cleaning
various hardware

The cleaning products in these DiSko combination kits are environmentally friendly, 
gentle to the skin, antistatic and antibacterial. The cleaning kits below are composed 
of a number of products, described on the previous pages of this catalogue.

DISKO 1205: 20 complete cleaning kits for PCs, 
laptops, telephones, printers, etc. This cleaning kit 
is ideal for organisations with numerous workstations.

Content of cleaning kit:
1 antistatic wet/dry screen cleaning cloth
1 antistatic wet/dry synthetic cleaning cloth
1  cleaning swab with 2 flexible cleaning tips  

in high-quality foam

article nr. 1205  20 kits per box

DISKO 1650: complete cleaning kit for 
PCs, laptops, telephones, printers, etc. ideal for 
preventive maintenance of a PC workstation for 
an entire year.

Content of cleaning kit:
10 antistatic wet/dry screen cleaning cloths
10 antistatic wet/dry synthetic cleaning cloths
6  cleaning swabs, each with 2 flexible  

cleaning tips in high-quality foam

article nr. 1650

DISKO 1672: Professional cleaning kit for cleaning of
PCs, laptops, printers, telephones and other 
peripheral equipment. Also suitable for cleaning of
large surfaces such as photocopiers, system 
printers, ATMs, car park ticketing machines, etc.

Content of cleaning kit:
1 spray bottle of antistatic screen cleaner
1 spray bottle of antistatic synthetic cleaner

50 lint-free cleaning cloths 15 x 15 cm
10  cleaning swabs, each with 2 flexible cleaning tips 

in high-quality foam

article nr. 1672
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Cleaning
Specialities

Cleaning products for special/technical
applications

one of the main ingredient of DiSko special cleaning products (apart from inkjet 
cleaner) is primary alcohol, which does not dammage materials like rubber rollers 
because of its high flashpoint ranking. Special additives create a number of clean-
ing products for various different applications. For example, a magnetic head 
cleaner and sensor cleaner must be 100% residue-free and non electrically con-
ducive. A rubber roller cleaner must be able not only to clean rubber surfaces but 
also to recondition/revitalize them so that they remain elastic and able to grip.

DISKO special cleaners are also ideal for removing various kinds of stubborn 
stains from plastic surfaces of hardware components.

in short, DISKO special cleaning products offer numerous possibilities. The 
products are gentle to the skin and environmentally friendly. Product information 
sheets are available.

Moistened intensive cleaning sets
These sets are suitable for cleaning electronic hardware components, thermal 
heads, sensors, scanners, magnetic heads, etc. Also suitable for removing graffiti, 
permanent marker, ink and other stubborn stains on plastic and metal surfaces.

Moistened cloths: are durable, lint-free, pick up dirt easily and ensure the surface 
is clean and streak-free. High class microfibre cloth!

Dry cloths: are lint-free and have a high absorbency 
for drying cleaned surfaces.

Box of 10 intensive wet/dry cleaning sets  
article nr. 1602

Box of 40 intensive wet/dry cleaning sets  
article nr. 1302

Intensive cleaner for graffiti
Suitable for removing graffiti, permanent marker ink
and other stubborn stains on plastic and metal
surfaces

Bottle with dropper 100 ml article nr. 1663

Refill bottle 1000 ml article nr.16631
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Cleaning
Specialities

Cleaning- and disinfection cloths
for fingerprint-scanners

As in the instruction manual of fingerpring-scanners required, they have to be dis-
infected before every use but at least once a day. DiSko cleaning and disinfection 
cloths are adapted for exactly this purpose. The cleaning cloths, made out of a very 
soft microfibre (9x13 cm), are moistened with 80% Isopropyl alcohol, which is also 
used for disinfecting surface areas in medical divisions.

To protect the cloths from drying, they are single packed in sachets made of a 
special compound material.

The way to clean-IT
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We give a 5 year guarantee 
against drying out on cloths

in closed sachets!

Key Benefits:
- the microfibre stays moist much more longer than other cloth materials.
-  several times to use, if the cloth is preserved in the sachet between the 

applications. It is possible to clean with just one cloth per day and scanner!
- no dripping of liquids, which could cause dammage on electronic equipments.
- spillage of disinfectants is impossible.
- cleaning and disinfection in just one working process!

DISKO cleaning- and disinfection cloths
for fingerprint-scanners
Box with 360 moistened cloths
article nr. 1502



Cleaning
Specialities

White board cleaner
The cleaning fluid cleans and dries quickly and  
easily, removing dirt, ink and permanent marker.
Best results are achieved in combination with 
DISKO lint-free fleece cloths.

Bottle with spray pump 100 ml, article nr. 1665
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16651

Cleaner for thermal printer heads
A printing head in modern thermal printers can reach a temperature of more than 
100 °C. Air humidity can cause paper dust, adhesive residues, dust and dirt to be 
deposited on the printing head. The high temperatures can cause dirt to burn into 
the surface of the printer head. As a result, printing quality is reduced and defects 
can occur.

DISKO cleaner for thermal printer heads has been specially developed to 
clean thermal printer heads quickly and effectively. it is best to use a lint-free 
cleaning cloth or a special cleaning swab to apply
the thermal head cleaner.

Bottle with dropper 100 ml, article nr. 1664
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16641

Magnetic head cleaner / sensor cleaner
This is a unique cleaner with special properties for cleaning magnetic heads and 
optical sensors quickly and effectively. This cleaning fluid does not conduct elec-
tricity and is 100% residue-free. Should be 
used in combination with special cleaning cards 
and lint-free cloths.

Bottle with dropper 100 ml, article nr. 1612
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16121

Inkjet cleaner
This product is specially designed to remove ink.
Can be used for cleaning dried-up ink in print openings
of the inkjet printer, and for removing ink residues.

Bottle with dropper 100 ml, article nr. 1614
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16141
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Cleaning
Specialities
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Rubber roller cleaner
DISKO rubber roller cleaner has been developed to thoroughly clean and 
regenerate rubber rollers, rubber components and rubber conveyor belts. 
During cleaning the surface is revitalized to maintain 
softness, elasticity and grip. This guarantees the 
trouble-free and smooth transport of paper and 
different cards.

Bottle with dropper 100 ml, article nr. 1668
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16681

Label remover
Paper labels and glue residues from plastic labels 
are removed easily. Apply the cleaning agent to the 
paper label or glue residue, allow to soak in and then 
remove. For best results use a lint-free cleaning cloth.

Bottle with dropper 100 ml, article nr. 1666
Refill bottle 1000 ml, article nr. 16661

Cleaning agent with static inhibitor
This is a cleaning agent with added silicone, specially developed to
clean the feed and glass plate for original documents in photocopiers
to make them smooth and antistatic. Prevents paper jams and
dust deposits.

Bottle with spray pump 100 ml, article nr. 1661

Lubricating and cleaning oil for plotters, printers, etc.
Designed to clean and lubricate guide bars in plotters and printers. Has
excellent gliding properties. Leaves thin film of oil behind.

Bottle with pipette 50 ml, article nr. 1662



Cleaning
Cards

DISKO cleaning cards
The new generation of DISKO cleaning cards is the result of in-depth understanding and
knowledge of card-reading equipment, an intense development effort and numerous tests.
DISKO cleaning cards consist of a plastic core with a high-quality elastic microfibre top
layer, which is attached to the core of the card using a high-frequency technique.
The special structure of the microfibre cleaning card makes it possible to clean magnetic
heads and chip contacts without using chemical cleaning fluids. Dust, dirt, skin oils and metal 

oxide are absorbed by the microfibre top layer of the cleaning card during cleaning. Tests 
and laboratory research have shown that magnetic reading heads and chip contacts are 
significantly cleaner after using the dry DISKO cleaning cards than the so-called wet 
cleaning cards moistened with cleaning fluid.

A trend-setting European company in the area of electronic payment transaction infra-
structure and supply of electronic payment equipment investigated the difference between 
the cleaning performance of dry and wet cleaning cards. The dry DISKO cleaning cards 

produced the best results. The results of this investigation are available upon request.
As a result of using wet/moistened (mainly with cleaning fluid containing alcohol) cleaning 
cards, dirt on magnetic and chip contacts is partially loosened but is not immediately ab-
sorbed into the top layer of the cleaning card. As a result, some dirt is left behind, and is once 
again deposited on the cleaned surface. DISKO cleaning cards absorb dirt immediately, so 
that there is no chance for the cleaned surface to become dirty again.

DISKO cleaning cards are particularly environmental-
lyfriendly. No chemical cleaning agents are used.
in addition, it is not necessary to protect them with a
special film coat – which is done for moistened
cleaning cards so that they do not dry out. DISKO cleaning cards are the best choice for

fast, effective and environmentally friendly cleaning of mag-
netic heads and chip contacts.
Due to the elasticity of the microfibre top layer, both the top 
and the sides of the magnetic heads and chip contacts are 
cleaned. During cleaning, the microfibre top layer curves 
around the magnetic head or chip contacts and thoroughly 
removes dirt. An added advantage is that no hardening of 
rubber rollers occurs, as no fluids containing alcohol are 
used.

DISKO cleaning cards
(patent nr. EP 0789313)

DISKO cleaning cards
with patented moving slide
for manual use

are the only cleaning cards in the world that clean chip contacts in card readers with landing 
contacts without dismantling the card reader.

DISKO cleaning cards can be used a number of times, making the product very cost-effective.

DISKO cleaning cards - the right choice for every application!

or for ATMs with moving
spring system
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Cleaning
Cash Dispensers

Cleaning cards for magnetic heads
in ATMs

Because ATMs (cash machines) are used frequently, they are designed to handle
a high number of payment transactions. Due to heavy use, dirt easily accumu-
lates in the card reader, which can prevent ATMs from working properly. With
every transaction, debit and credit cards deposit skin oils on magnetic heads, 
and facilitate the build-up of dust and dirt in the card reader. In addition, the 
varying air humidity and large variations in outdoor temperature can prevent 
ATMs from performing adequately. Consequently, reading errors can occur, and 
the ATM can stop working entirely.

The top of the magnetic head in the ATM card reader is constantly polished with
frequent card use. Dust and dirt are deposited mainly on the edge of the mag-
netic heads. If not cleaned regularly, the heads can quickly collect dirt. 

DiSko cleaning cards have a flexible top
layer of microfibre cleaning cloth with a highly 
elastic and dirt-absorbing surface structure.
The elasticity of the top layer is a result of
spot-welding the microfibre outer layer to the core of the card using a high- 
frequency technique. Consequently, the DiSko cleaning card reaches the sides 
of the magnetic heads, ensuring efficient cleaning of the card reader.

DiSko cleaning cards can be used at least 4 times. Four coded magnetic 
stripes attached to each cleaning card cause the ATM shutter to open, allowing 
the cleaning card to be fed in. Turning the cleaning card allows to clean at least 
four times. Special coding on the cleaning cards makes it possible to clean the 
magnetic head automatically a number of times.

In some cases, especially with older ATMs, it is also essential to clean dirty rub-
ber rollers by using cleaning cards moistened with DISKO rubber roller cleaner 
(DISKO article nr. 1668). A second dry card should be inserted into the reader to 
clean and dry the magnetic head thoroughly. The special rubber roller cleaner 
ensures that the top layer of the rollers remains soft and elastic for optimum grip.
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Cleaning kit for ATMs
10  cleaning cards,  

each with 4 coded magnetic strips
for 40 cleanings
article nr. 1560

Cleaning kit for ATMs
30  cleaning cards,  

each with 4 coded magnetic strips
for 120 cleanings
article nr. 1563



Cleaning
Cash Dispensers

Cleaning cards for cleaning
chip contacts in ATMs

(patent nr. EP 0789313)
Cash machines (ATMs) are an indispensable element of today’s monetary transactions. 
We are increasingly dependent on these machines both for dispensing and receiving 
cash. But ATM performance can be negatively affected by various defects, often caused 
by dirt build-up.
in the new generation of ATMs operating under the new EMV standard, payment infor-
mation transfer occurs via chip contacts instead of magnetic heads. This new and reliable 
chip technology offers additional security in dealing with electronic payment transactions. 
once an ATM card is fed into the card reader, chip contacts are pressed onto the card’s 
microchip (landing contacts technology). No friction occurs between the card microchip 
and the card reader chip contacts. Clean chip contacts are extremely important for defect-
free payment transaction, as even a small amount of skin oils affecting the chip contacts 
can disrupt the ATM operation.

DISKO cleaning cards (patent EP 0 789 313)
When it comes to cleaning ATM chip contacts, DiSko cleaning cards are the only cards 
in the world able to do it well and effectively. The DiSko cleaning card for ATM chip con-
tacts is a semi-automatic card with a specially developed spring system.
Before the cleaning card is fed in, the spring system 
is put under tension. once the chip landing contacts
come in touch with the cleaning card, the spring
system is released, the high-quality microfibre top
layer moves over the chip reading contacts and 
ensures optimal cleaning. With regular, preventive 
cleaning of chip contacts, operators can avoid costly 
defects of the card reader.

Cleaning kit for ATMs (Outdoor)
13  microfibre cleaning cards,  

each with 4 coded magnetic strips
1  metal cleaning card with a high-precision spring system

Cleaning period: once a week 
A total of 52 cleanings of the magnetic heads and chip
reading contacts
article nr. 1543

Cleaning kit for ATMs (Indoor)
6  microfibre cleaning cards,  

each with 4 coded magnetic strips
1 metal cleaning card with a high-precision spring system

Cleaning period: once a month 
A total of 24 cleanings of the magnetic heads and chip 
reading contacts
article nr. 1541
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Cleaning
Cash Dispensers

Service cards for cleaning sensors
MVFW-type card readers from oMRoN have uncovered sensors that ensure 
the card transport. Dust or dirt prevent these sensors from working correctly, and 
affect proper positioning of the card. Consequently, the card reader no longer 
reacts correctly to transport requirements, and the payment transaction cannot be 
carried out.

DISKO service cards, developed for cleaning sensors, can be easily inserted 
into the card reader. The shutter opens automatically, and the card reader reads 
the magnetic code. The service card is then moved within the card reader a
number of times. As it does so, all freely supported sensors are cleaned with
special cleaning pads on the service cards. The electric field between the
sensors is re-established to 100% after cleaning.

Service cards kit for ATMs
5 service cards for cleaning sensors
article nr. 15200500

Ë

Ë

Ë

Ë
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Cleaning
Bundle Note Acceptors

DISKO - Cleaning cards
for Bundle Note Acceptors (BNAs)

More and more bank institutions give their costumers the possibility to deposit 
cash at a self service module. often in combination with cash withdraw but 
also as “stand alone” solution.

Self service cash deposit modules are equipped with a high sensitive sensor 
system, to detect the authenticity and the originality of the banknotes absolu-
tely certain. in addition the modules are adjusted with highly complex systems 
for the counting and the transport of the notes. The electronic components 
as well as the mechanical separating- and transporting system are very often 
exposed to a high dust loading caused by dirty banknotes.

Dusty sensors are no longer able to detect banknotes absolutely certain and 
reject them. Dust on the transporting- and separating systems causes a loss 
of traction on the rubber rollers and this leads to frequent banknote jams.
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The use of DiSko Cleaning Cards for cleaning bundle note acceptors is the easiest, 
safest and cheapest technique for ensuring the high frequency of your equipment.

The flexible backing materials as well 
as the microfibre pads, which are 
produced in a high frequency 
procedure, guarantee a failure-free 
transport and a high cleaning quality.

The sensors as well as the separating- 
and transporting systems get cleaned 
in only one process. The unique DiSko 
microfibre fluid - without chemical solvents 
- increases the mechanical cleaning capacity of the microfibre considerably, without 
having a negative influence on other components like the rubber rollers or the rubber 
belts.

Only preventive and continuous cleaning
can produce relief!



Cleaning
Bundle Note Acceptors

DISKO pre-moistened cleaning cards for 
recycling modules (Banknotes fed from the long side)

DISKO cleaning card 160 x 76 mm, 
backing material polyester, welded on both sides 
with one microfibre pad on each side 159 x 25 mm, 
pre-moisten with 1 ml DISKO microfibre fluid without 
chemical solvents, single packed in sachets made of 
compound material (Paper/Alu/PE/Surlin) 210x115 mm, 
with a 5 year guarantee against drying

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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for Recycling Modules

Reinigungskarte
für Recyclingmodule

Carte de nettoyage
pour des modules de recyclage
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          cards

Art.-No.:
1920010

Cleaning cards
for Bundle Note Acceptors

Reinigungskarte
für Bündeleinzahlungsmodule

Carte de nettoyage pour
des accepteurs des liasses de billets

Cleaning Set for recycling modules
Box with 25 cleaning cards
article nr. 1920
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Cleaning cards
for Bundle Note Acceptors

Reinigungskarte
für Bündeleinzahlungsmodule

Carte de nettoyage pour
des accepteurs des liasses de billets

Cleaning Set for BNAs
Box with 25 cleaning cards
article nr. 1930

DISKO pre-moistened cleaning cards
for BNAs 
(Banknotes fed from the short side)
DISKO cleaning card 148 x 81 mm,
backing material polyester, welded on one side
with a microfibre pad 80 x 28 mm pre-moistened with
2 ml DISKO microfibre fluid without chemical solvents,
single packed in sachets made of compound material
(Paper/Alu/PE/Surlin) 210x115 mm,
with a 5 year guarantee against drying



Cleaning
POS

Cleaning cards for cleaning the card readers 
of all terminals and automats 

A few years ago DiSko developed a high-frequency technique to attach the
microfibre top layer of the dry cleaning card to a limited number of areas on the
card core. Because the microfibre top layer is essentially separated from
the core, the cleaning card has considerable elasticity. During cleaning, the 
magnetic head presses on the microfibre top layer (all card reader magnetic 
heads are spring mounted), while the microfibre cleaning cloth wraps itself 
around the head (see diagram). As a result, also the sides of magnetic heads are 
cleaned thoroughly.

The DISKO cleaning cards are covered with a highly effective dirt-absorbing
and cleaning microfibre top layer on both sides. As a result, the card can be used
4 times (front/back and top/bottom of each card), providing an excellent price-to-
quality ratio.

DISKO microfibre cleaning cards 1555 can be used in stripe and insert readers 
(with the exception of card readers in ATMs and other cash machines). 

Cleaning kit for magnetic stripe readers
10 microfibre cleaning cards
for 40 cleanings
article nr. 1555

Cleaning kit for magnetic stripe readers
30 microfibre cleaning cards
for 120 cleanings
article nr. 1553

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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Cleaning
POS

Cleaning cards for cleaning chip contacts in
POS terminals and other equipment

For use with all insert card readers having landing contacts. This means that, after 
inserting a smart card (debit card) the chip reading contacts are brought into contact 
with the micro chip of the smart card and automatically removed from the card as soon 
as it is ejected from the card reader. Therefore no friction occurs between chip reading 
contacts and the micro chip on the smart card. This prevents the surface of the card 
and the card reader chip contacts from being damaged. However, this technology does 
not prevent skin oils, dust and dirt from depositing on the chip contacts. Because chip 
contacts are particularly sensitive to dirt, payment transactions may be interrupted.

in recent years, DiSko has developed a high-quality cleaning card (patent nr. EP0789313) 
with a moving slide system and a top layer made from elastic microfibre cleaning cloth for 
optimal cleaning of chip contacts. The microfibre cleaning cloth is welded to the movable slide 
using a high-frequency technique.

After full insertion of the cleaning card the chip reading contacts automatically will be 
pressed against the microfibre top layer of the card. Now, for cleaning the contacts, the 

body of the cleaning card should be held with one hand. The movable slide should be 
moved backwards and forwards a number of times with the other hand. As a result, 

the microfibre top layer of the cleaning card is moved over the chip reading contacts to clean 
them. The cleaning card, used dry with no chemical cleaning products, can simply be removed 
from the card reader after cleaning.

Each card can be used 12 times, providing users an excellent price-to-quality ratio.

Cleaning cards for hybrid plug-in chip card readers 
These are plug-in card readers where in one slot the micro chip and the magnetic stripe can be 
read. During the reading the debit or credit card nearly entirety vanishes inside the card slot.

Cleaning kit for chip card reader
3 cleaning cards with moving slide
for 36 cleanings
article nr. 1533

Cleaning kit for chip card reader
6 cleaning cards with moving slide
for 72 cleanings
article nr. 1535

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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Cleaning
POS

Cleaning kit for hybrid card readers 
1 cleaning card with moving slide 
3 microfibre cleaning cards for magnetic heads
for 12 cleanings
article nr. 1534

Complete cleaning kit for cash desk
terminals with hybrid card readers
1 cleaning card with moving slide 
3 microfibre cleaning cards for magnetic heads 
3 antistatic, synthetic wet/dry cleaning sets
3 cleaning swabs, each with 2 fexible foam tips
article nr. 1539

Cleaning cards for hybrid terminals
These are PoS terminals where the reading of the micro chip and the magnetic 
stripe is taking place in two different slots. The debit or credit card  only vanishes 
a few centimeters inside the card slot. 

Cleaning set for chip card readers
10 cleaning cards with moving slide
article nr.  1531
for 120 cleanings of the chip reading contacts

Cleaning set for hybrid terminals
1 cleaning card with moving slide
3 microfibre cleaning cards for magnetic heads
article nr. 1534S
for 12 cleanings

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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Cleaning
Other Automats

DISKO cleaning cards for banknote readers 
within payment vending machines

DISKO has developed special cleaning cards for cleaning electronic optical sensors in
banknote readers. Banknote readers verify the authenticity and value of banknotes, accept-
ing or rejecting them as legal tender. Banknote readers are now found in various types of 
equipment, such as car park ticketing machines, ticket machines, cigarette and drink vending 
machines, and cash receiving and dispensing equipment at banks (where a card reader is 
indispensable to carry out financial transactions).
The DiSko cleaning cards are made of polyester material that ensures good grip and smooth 
transport of the cleaning card in the banknote reader. The microfibre cleaning pad, attached 
to the transport card, ensures optimal cleaning of optical sensors, including the deeper ones. 
The microfibre cleaning pad is partially folded during cleaning so that components of the 
banknote reader that are difficult to access can be reached and cleaned more easily. In com-
bination with the special sensor-cleaning fluid, the soft texture of the microfibre cleaning pad 
ensures effective and optimal cleaning. The rubber conveyor belts are cleaned and revitalised 
at the same time. With frequent cleaning, the special card can clean sensors well without the 
addition of the special cleaning fluid. With less frequent (weekly) cleaning, DISKO cleaning 
cards should be used in combination with the special cleaning fluid.

DISKO cleaning cards for Japan Cash, types WBA and EBA
The raised profile of the microfibre cleaning pad helps access all sensors during cleaning.
Before the cleaning card is inserted in the banknote reader, a special cleaner must be applied
to the microfibre part of the card. The cleaning card can then be fed into the reader, where it
moves backwards and forwards a number of times, and is then ejected. The card must be
turned around and reinserted to repeat the cleaning action. All important components of the
banknote reader (sensors, reference surfaces and magnetic bobbin) are cleaned easily and
effectively. In addition, the rubber conveyor belts are cleaned again to ensure firm grip for
banknote transport.

DISKO cleaning kit for Japan Cash banknote readers
12 cleaning cards 148 x 76 mm
25 ml sensor cleaner (residue free)
for 24 cleanings
article nr. 18001220

25 pre-moisten cleaning cards 148 x 76 mm
article nr. 1940

DISKO cleaning cards MEI/Sodeco, Glory and other banknote readers
The construction of these cleaning cards is comparable to the cards for the Japan Cash 
equipment. However, the microfibre cleaning pad is positioned differently in order to reach all 
sensors in the best possible way. All electronic components, except the lenses, are cleaned. 
To clean the lenses we recommend to open the used equipment from time to time and to 
remove the dust with our DISKO cleaning gas.

DISKO cleaning kit for MEI/Sodeco, Glory and other banknote readers
12 cleaning cards 148 x 76 mm
25 ml sensor cleaner (residue-free)
for 24 cleanings
article nr. 18011220

25 pre-moisten cleaning cards 148 x 76 mm
article nr. 1950  

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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Cleaning
Tachographs

DISKO Cleaning Cards for Tachographs
Since middle 2006 all trucks and busses supplied in the EU with a permissible gross vehicle 
weight exceeding 3,5t have been provided with digital tachographs. Two chip card readers are 
located in all digital tachographs, regardless of brand and model. Every truck driver has one 
“driver card” with a chip, which has to be inserted into the tachograph during the entire trip. All 
the data relating to the driver are saved onto this driver card. if there are two persons in the 
vehicle who take turns in driving the truck, the driver cards of both of them have to be inserted 
into the reader. 

Depending on environmental conditions, sooner or later, it will come to reading  
errors. Due to dust, nicotine and dirt, which is carried to the chip contacts by the  

driver card, the chip reading contacts in such equipment are exposed to a high dirt expo-
sures. Also the constant air circulating air conditioners in the vehicles add to 
extraordinary rapid dirt deposits on the chip contacts. 

DiSko has responded to these circumstances, together with 
a large service and testing organization, and developed and 
launched a cleaning card for chip reading contacts for all 
digital tachographs.

With this cleaning card it is possible that a truck driver can 
resolve such an error by himself or make a preventive cleaning, 
for the first time.

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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DISKO cleaning cards for cleaning the chip reading device in 
tachographs are operational for cleaning of all equipment that 
is available on the current market. The stable core is responsible 
for failure-free transport. The attached microfibre layer, which is pro-
duced in a high-frequency technique, guarantees the highest quality 
of cleaning and absorbs dirt into the fibres at the same time. A dry 
cleaning of the chip reading contacts without taking apart the 
equipment, is only possible with DISKO cleaning cards. Only 
this technology lets to avoid destruction of the transportation 
mechanisms through chemical reactions.
The cleaning quality is significant higher compared to cleaning with 
pre-moistened cleaning cards, because the pores filled with a fluid 
do not have the ability to absorb dirt. 

A test held by technicians from one of the well-known service companies shows the prominent 
difference in quality. The 3 pictures below show a heightened chip reading contact: In the 
first picture very dirty contact; In the second picture the same contact after cleaning with a 
pre-moistened cleaning card; in the third one you see the chip contact after cleaning with the 
DISKO microfibre cleaning card. Not until the cleaning with DISKO cleaning card the chip 
reading contact is really clean. 



Cleaning
Tachographs

Cleaning Cards for Tachographs: 
Box with 20 Cleaning Cards 
article nr. 15570120

Box with 100 Cleaning Cards 
article nr. 155701100 

The way to clean-IT
www.disko.com
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DISKO - Cleaning Cloths for chip reading cards 
Dirty “Driver Cards” for digital tachographs, often are the reason for the contamina-
tion of the chip reading contacts within the tachograph. A continuous and preventive 
cleaning of the micro chips leads to fewer card reading errors and therefore safes a 
lot of time and money.  

DISKO cleaning cloths have been developed especially for cleaning 
the microchips of those “Driver Cards”. Soft microfibre materials with 
highest dirt absorbation anticipate the scratching of the surface of the 
micro chips.

A high class composite foil material guards desiccation for at least 
5 years, although temperatures from over 60 degrees are no rarity 
within a truck.

The used cleaning fluid boosts the mechanic characteristics of the microfibre cloths 
and is simultaneously disinfecting the surface in just one working process.

Microfibre Cleaning- and Disinfecting Cloths 
for smartcards: 
Box with 10 Double-Cloths wet/wet 
   = 20 Single-Cloths 
      article nr.150220

Box with 180 Double-Cloths wet/wet 
   = 360 Single-Cloths 
      article nr. 1502

Cleaning-Sets for Tachographs:
Set with 2 Cleaning Cards + 1 Double-Cloth 
article nr. 15571502

Set with 10 Cleaning Cards + 5 Double-Cloths 
article nr. 155710150210

Set with 50 Cleaning Cards + 25 Double-Cloths
article nr. 155750150250
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